INTRODUCTION
Texture is an innate property of virtually all surfaces which contain important information about structural arrangement of surfaces and their relation to surrounding environment [1] . Since, the textural properties of image carry useful information for discrimination purpose hence enhancement of these textural features is an important concern. Contrast enhancement and image sharpening are known general techniques that can enhance subtle texture of an image. The contrast enhancement techniques are discussed in [2] . The classical image sharpening techniques are based on integral derivative operators like Sobel, Prewitts and Laplacian. Recently, many methods like Laplacian Pyramid, Curvelet Transform and Wavelets are introduced in [3] - [6] in order to enhance the texture information. In recent years with phenomenal research in the field of fractional calculus, it finds an important place in the field of signal processing and digital image processing. The concept of fractional calculus came into existence in 1695 with discussion between Leibniz and L'Hospital. In relation to fractional calculus, three popular definitions are known till date which is Grunwald-Letnikov (G-L), Riemann-Liouville (R-L) and Caputo [7] - [9] . Of these G-L and R-L are the popular definitions used in digital image processing. G-L based differential operator is adopted by many researchers and scholars in [10] - [12] . Recent research has been made to construct R-L based fractional differential operator presented in [13] - [14] . Although both G-L and R-L based differential operator overcomes the deficiencies of the classical gradient operators yet they suffer from some distortion. In this paper, an improved G-L fractional differential operator is presented to process digital image.
II. FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIATION
In this section, theoretical background of Grunwald- 
where Thus,
Taking the duration of signal = 1, the dispersion expression of one-dimensional signals fractional differential is expressed as From except the first term the other n -1 nonzero coefficients are functions with respect to fractional order . It can be observed that sum of n nonzero coefficient is nonzero, which is the significant difference between integral and fractional differential. AN IMPROVED G-L FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL In order to make fractional differential operator more precise (3) can be rewritten as [15] Comparing (4) and (5), (5) have introduced the signal values of s t on nonnodes besides supposing = 0, ±2, ±4,....., thus considering the three nodes s(t -), s(t -) and s(t --) and with 3-point Lagrange interpolation expression it implies
Assuming t ( ⁄ )-and doing fractional interpolation (6) can be written as
From (5) and (7) t
where s s t -, s -s t -and s s t -This is an expression of an improved G-L Fractional Differential [15] IV.
DESIGN OF AN IMPROVED G-L FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL
Image processing with a nonlinear filter consists of moving the filter mask from point to point in an image. This linear filtering operation is given by expression [14] 
where is a value of pixel and (s t) is a value of mask. Considering the gradient direction, the mask is designed into an m × m-size matrix T which has m layers (m is odd natural number).
T ere are directions o T ic are π/ π/ π/ π/ 5π/ π/ and 7π/ respecti el . Fro it is concluded t at
where T i is the value of i th layer of mask, R +
Especially, in order to make the sum of T equal to 0, it has [14]
Clearly, the result of convoluting with T is the sharpening edges of the image.
For the purpose of texture enhancement, the sharpening edges must add to the value of original pixel So T must change into R
where is the intensity factor.
When (0, 1) from (11) and (12) The mask of an improved G-L fractional differential is shown in Fig. 1 It is seen from Fig. 1(b) that sum of coefficients of mask is not equal to zero which is a prominent difference between fractional and integral differential. 132 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org V.
SIMULATED RESULTS AND ANALYSIS The Fractional Differential mask discussed above is implemented on images, and image texture enhancement is analyzed by varying mask parameters.
A. Comparative Analysis with Other Fractional Differential Masks
The intensity factor of an image is kept constant at = 1 and the fractional differential order ( ) is varied for 0 < < 1. The simulated results through Grunwald-Letnikov (G-L), Riemann-Liouville (R-L) and Improved G-L Fractional Differential (FD) Masks are presented in Fig. 2 . From Fig. 2 , it is seen that the texture of an image gets enhanced by changing the fractional differential order. For G-L FD mask, the texture of image first increases with increase in fractional differential order but exceeding the fractional differential order beyond some value results in distortion of image. With R-L FD mask, there is slight enhancement in texture of image with an increase in fractional differential order, but the degree of enhancement decreases after some point with the further increase in fractional differential order. Processing of image with Improved G-L FD mask results in enhancement of texture of image with an increase in fractional order but as compared to G-L FD mask the distortion is less with the further increase in fractional differential order.
For quantity analysis, the FD masks are implemented on different images and its effect on information entropy and average gradient of image are shown in Table I . The average gradient reflects the clarity of the image. It can be used to measure the spatial resolution of the image, i.e., a larger average gradient means a higher spatial resolution. The information entropy shows the average information included in the image and reflects the detail information of the image. Table I it is seen that the information entropy and average gradient of the image first increase with the fractional differential order thus enhancing the textural information of the image. However, after attaining a certain maximum value the information entropy starts decreasing results in loss of textural information and hence distortion of image. The R-L FD Mask provides slight improvement of approximately 0.2 in information entropy with an increase in fractional differential order but if the fractional order is exceeded beyond 0.4, the information entropy starts decreasing and at = 1 the entropy reaches its lowest value. Image processing through G-L FD Mask increases the information entropy of image by 0.5 and attains a maximum value at = 0.4 thus enhancing texture, however, increasing the fractional order beyond 0.4 results in decrease in information entropy and hence distortion of image.
Carefully observing
However, with the improved G-L FD Mask the maximum information entropy achieved at fractional differential order = 0.4 is more than both G-L, and R-L FD Masks thus providing more textural information. Also the decrease in information entropy through an improved G-L FD Mask with the further increase in fractional order beyond 0.4 is less than other FD Masks resulting in less distortion of image.
B. The Intensity Factor
From (13) the value of fractional differential order is kept constant at = 0.2 and intensity factor is varied for 1 < < 2. The intensity factor is also the scale for controlling the degree of enhancement. The simulated results are presented in Fig. 3 .
Observing the Fig. 3 it is seen that texture channel becomes deeper and texture details are clearer [16] with an increase in intensity factor of Improved G-L Fractional Differential mask. Improved G-L Fractional Differential mask can not only maintain the most energy of image on the low frequency, but also nonlinearly enhance its energy over intermediate and high frequency, which leads to richer texture details. For quantity analysis, information entropy and average gradient are taken as parameters, which are shown in Table II .
From Table II it is observed that with an increase in intensity factor of Fractional Differential mask, the information entropy and average gradient of the image start increasing. The information entropy reaches its maximum value at intensity factor = 1.8, thus nonlinearly preserve the low-frequency contour feature in the smooth area to the high degree. But as the intensity factor is increased beyond 1.8, the information entropy starts decreasing resulting in loss of textural information.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an improved G-L Fractional Differential mask is presented, which can enhance both texture and lightness of image. The Fractional Differential mask presented can control the degree of texture enhancement with Fractional Differential order and intensity factor . And from quantitative analysis, it is observed that improvement of information entropy of image through improved G-L FD mask is more than both G-L and R-L FD Masks, thus enhancing more textural information. However, through all the FD Masks the image gets distorted if the value of intensity factor and fractional differential order is exceeded above certain value. The FD mask discussed, can be implemented further on real time images like remote sensed images, fingerprint images collected from the crime scene, etc., to enhance texture of these images, which is the subject of future work. 
